
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q: What did you think of the team’s performance today? 

RIVERA: “I thought there were some good things. There were a lot of positive things we are going to 

build on. I was really pleased with some of the things we did on both sides of the ball. The big 

disappointment is obviously the third downs, especially with the first punt more so than anything else. 

We get them into good situations. We had a couple of third and longs and lose our rush discipline and 

with this quarterback, you cannot give him time to find people down field and that was what happened 

more than anything else. I asked our guys to stay with them and that is not going to work, so we have to 

be more disciplined. We have to understand our responsibility of staying in our pass rush lanes and not 

giving him an opportunity to escape the pocket and extend the play.” 

Q: Was it about the technique or something else?  

RIVERA: “I think there were some mistakes out there obviously we need to get corrected. We can’t have 

that. We have one guy coming off the edge and we have someone else that is not setting the edge, so 

the quarterback steps aside. The touchdown pass was a great example and that was the big 

disappointment, you know the second touchdown pass that (Patrick) Mahomes threw. We had great 

pressure coming off the back side and the defensive end gets up field and doesn’t get to his level and 

washes up and over. Mahomes just steps where he was and buys time and he is able to stretch it a little 

bit and got away from Montez (Sweat). Montez was coming off the backside and you have to stick to the 

process. You have to do your job.” 

Q: Why has rush lane discipline been such a consistent theme? 

RIVERA: “No, it hasn’t been consistent. I am just telling you that is what happened today. Remember 

this quarterback, this guy is special. You know what I am saying. You can’t let him extend the play. He 

threw a third down completion side-armed. You know he was completely off platform. We had a rusher 

straight in his face and he threw it sideways. He was able to extend the play and was outside the pocket 

and drift it. The pressure is coming at him and he just throws it around. That is why it is so important to 

be disciplined against a guy like this.” 

Q: What did you make of the offense in general? 

RIVERA: “I thought we showed that we could move the ball. Carson (Wentz) got the ball to the 40s a 

couple of times and we didn’t get points out of it because we made a negative play. We had a third and 

five and a third and ten and then take a sack. We can’t do that to ourselves. We are in a great situation. 
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We got at least a field goal and illegal procedure. If you are going to take points off the board yourself, 

you can’t do that to this team. We know who they are.” 

Q: What did you think about the sack?  

RIVERA: “You have to give him credit. The coverage at that point, you would want Carson to step out 

and throw it away. As he was trying to allude it, the sack came from the backside. It is one of those 

things. They covered it very well. You would like him to just throw it away, but again, if you don’t have 

that five-yard penalty beforehand, you are not going to call a route where the combination takes a bit 

more time to develop. You were going to go with the quicker throw that we had originally and get the 

ball out of this hands a lot quicker.” 

Q: How do you balance the third down issue with playing the Chiefs and preseason versus a problem 

from last year? 

RIVERA: “You don’t balance it. The situation is what it is. We are going to look at it on tape and see 

exactly where the culprits were and make sure it is understood. This is team defense. You don’t just run 

around the edge. You have to be disciplined and we have to make sure we coach them up to be 

disciplined. As always, we have to go back and look at what we are doing and we have to make sure 

what we are doing gives them a chance to succeed.” 

Q: For the backend defense, were you okay with how they played? 

RIVERA: “For the most part, yes. There were a couple of things that we have to get sured up in terms of 

communications. One time we jumped one when we should not have, but we made a great play on it.” 

Q: Were you satisfied with the play calling today? 

RIVERA: “Oh yeah. I was satisfied with it for the most part, but once we get inside the 40, we have to 

put points on the board. That was disappointing. Again, I thought Carson moved the ball effectively for 

us and got us to mid-field a couple of times, but we have to put points on the board.” 

Q: What did you make of Antonio Gibson’s performance today? 

RIVERA: “That was really what we believe he is capable of. You can call it a focus if you want. He did run 

the ball well when he got his opportunities too. I thought he responded very well to what happened last 

week. I thought he came in and was focused. He returned the first kickoff for us. We have to block that 

better. He just showed you who he is in space with the ball. We have to create space on kickoff if he is 

going to do that for us. He is too talented for us not to. Him catching the ball, that is his background. He 

was a wide receiver. He is a guy that has that type of skillset catching the ball out of the backfield is 

something that is a strength for him. We have to get the ball in his hands, in space, to make those things 

happen.” 

Q: Do you have an update on Charles Leno Jr.? 

RIVERA: “No, Charles is dealing with a slight medical issue. We didn’t want to travel him and so we left 

him back home.” 

Q: What did you make of Benjamin St-Juste in his first action? 



RIVERA: “It was good to see. There was one where he had to cross and he had to turn it up and he has 

to make sure he keeps himself in leverage position in that.” 

 


